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Overview - Protein Docking

“..post-genomic goal is the characterization of the structures of protein–protein complexes, and computational tools offer an 
inexpensive means to carry out large-scale studies.”

Protein - Protein Interactions are integral to :
• Protein localization
• Competitive inhibition
• Allosteric regulation
• Gene regulation (signaling pathways)
• Signal transduction
• Pathogen clearance (antibody-antigen)

Gray et. al. 2005
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Overview - Protein Docking

Characterize how proteins interact in two ways:

1.  Principles from chemistry and physics (molecular 
mechanics)

2.  Knowledge based ( information from the PDB, 
laboratory experiments, and thermodynamic 
measurements)

Knowledge based gives parameters to limit infinite 
search space
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Overview - Protein Docking
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Overview - Protein Docking

Rosetta - Monte Carlo search of docking space coupled with 
full atom repacking of side chains. 

Ensemble Docking - Monte Carlo search + side chain repack 
+ small backbone perturbations
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Overview - Protein Docking
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Overview - Protein Docking

Rosetta Dock

parameters given from experimental data help filter.

Low Resolution - The global search of the protein target.
 High Resolution - Adding side chains, energy minimization.

loops. All scores at this stage are based on a
reduced representation of the amino acid residues
based on side-chain centroid positions.20 These
scores are described in detail in Materials and
Methods.

After the low-resolution search, explicit side-
chains are added to the protein backbones using a
backbone-dependent rotamer packing algorithm.27

Rotamer choices are created from nine x1 angles
(three major rotamer angles and each of those
angles plus and minus the standard deviation of
that angle), three x2 angles (major rotamer angles),
plus major rotamer options for x3 and x4 angles
for appropriate residue types.28 Polar hydrogen
atoms are placed for use in hydrogen bond for-
mation. The optimal combination of rotamers is
found using a simulated-annealing Monte Carlo
search.

Once the proteins have side-chains, the rigid-
body displacement is optimized. The gradient of
the scoring function determines the starting direc-
tion (in the rigid-body translation/rotation space)
for a sequence of line minimizations. The
Davidon–Fletcher–Powell quasi-Newton minimiz-
ation technique29 finds the local minimum of the
energy function to within a given tolerance, here a
loose 1.0 scoring unit.

To simultaneously optimize the side-chain con-
formations and the rigid-body position, the side-
chain packing and minimization operations are
repeated 50 times (Figure 2). Before each cycle, the
position of one protein is perturbed by random
translations of mean 0.1 Å in each direction of
Cartesian space and by random rotations of mean
0.058 around each Cartesian axis. After each move,
packing, and minimization, a score is calculated.
The new position is kept or rejected according to
the standard Metropolis acceptance criterion.30

After the final cycle, the lowest-scoring confor-
mation is minimized once more to a fine tolerance
of 0.02 scoring unit. The repetition of rigid-body
and side-chain conformational moves is new to
this work; the predictions for the first CAPRI
experiments were completed with a preliminary
version of the protocol.26

Several measures are taken to ensure compu-
tational efficiency during these repeated cycles.
First, the side-chain packing algorithm usually
varies the conformation of only one residue at a
time while keeping the other side-chains fixed; a

Figure 1. Docking protocol.
(a) Process flowchart; (b) detail of
the refinement stage. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 2. The voyage over the free energy surface
during one refinement cycle. The steps are: (1) a random
perturbation (rigid-body translation and rotation) moves
the structure on the potential surface; (2) a packing step
optimizes the side-chain positions, thus changing the
energy surface; (3) an explicit minimization finds the
nearest local minimum accessible via a rigid-body trans-
lation and rotation. Start and finish positions are com-
pared by the Metropolis criterion, and the cycle is
repeated 50 times.

Protein–Protein Docking 283

Gray et. al. 2005
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 Using Protein Docking

For this example, we will assume we know nothing about the orientation 
of either binding partners and that we are doing a global dock that 

includes both the low-resolution search and the high resolution 
refinement

Single IgG Chain

MDM4 Protein

Single IgG Chain

MDM4 Protein

Native For input
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 Using Protein Docking

PDB Prepearation

Actually two chains in the PDB (B, C)

Chain H

For Rosetta to recognize these as two distinct complexes, the antigen 
must be viewed as one entity. That is, we will label both chain B and C 

as chain B.  Chain B will then need to come first in the PDB file. It 
must also be renumbered so it is viewed as one complex
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 Using Protein Docking

Rosetta Scripts - Allows for specification of modular movers
-We will follow the docking protocol through a series of movers 

specified in Rosetta Scripts

Command Line:

$ROSETTA_BIN/rosetta_scripts.$ROSETTA_SUFFIX @$WORKSHOP_ROOT/
tutorials/protein-proteindocking/tutorial_files

flags.txt -database $ROSETTA_DATABASE > log.txt &
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 Using Protein Docking

Flags File:

-parser:protocol low_res_docking.xml
-s 2VYR_input_low_reso.pdb
-docking
        -dock_pert 8 5
        -spin 1
        -randomize1
        -docking_centroid_outer_cycles 50
        -docking_centroid_inner_cycles 500
-docking:dock_mcm_trans_magnitude .1
-docking:dock_mcm_rot_magnitude 1
-native 2VYR_input.pdb
#-parser:view
-nstruct 10
-linmem_ig 10
-ex1
-ex2
-ex1aro
-overwrite
-packing:repack_only
-out:pdb

•  parser:protocol - This specifies the name of the file that contains the list 
of movers we want to do to our protein (looked at in more depth)
•   s - specifies the input file we will use (antibody and antigen not in complex)
•   docking:dock pert - specifies the degree of rotation and translation in 
the low resolution docking step that we allow for each move. 8 angstrom 
translation and 5 degree rotation.
•   docking:spin - spin one partner around an axis in between the two docking 
partners
•   docking:randomize - this flag is used truly if we do not know anything 
about a given binding site. This allows the input structures to start at a random 
location on the binding partner and walk along the energy landscape from that 
position. 
•   docking:docking_centroid_outer/inner - repeats the number of docking 
moves in the low resolution, centroid mode.
•   docking:dock_mcm_trans_magnitude - how far can the binding partner 
translate in high resolution mode...this assumes we have already found the 
binding site in low resolution mode.
•   docking:dock_mcm_rot_magnitude - how far can the binding partner rotate 
in high resolution mode
•   nstruct - how many output models do we need
•   linmem_ig 10 - linear memory of the interaction graph used in the repacker
•   ex1, ex2, ex1aro - specifies the rotamer libraries we will use
•   overwrite - overwrites the current pose (just in case)
•   packing:repack_only - ensures we don’t start designing amino acids at the 
interface when we call on the packer
•   out:pdb - output the file as a pdb
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 Using Protein Docking

<dock_design>
        <SCOREFXNS>
        </SCOREFXNS>
         <TASKOPERATIONS>
                 <InitializeFromCommandline name=ifcl/>
         </TASKOPERATIONS>

        <FILTERS>
        </FILTERS>
        <MOVERS>
                <Docking name=dock_low score_low=score_docking_low score_high=score12 fullatom=0 local_refine=0 optimize_fold_tree=1 conserve_foldtree=1 design=0 
task_operations=ifcl/>
                <Docking name=dock_high score_low=score_docking_low score_high=score12 fullatom=1 local_refine=1 optimize_fold_tree=1 conserve_foldtree=1 design=0 
task_operations=ifcl/>
                <PackRotamersMover name=pr scorefxn=score12/>
                <MinMover name=min scorefxn=score12 chi=1 bb=1 jump=1 tolerance=0.01/>

        </MOVERS>
        <APPLY_TO_POSE>
        </APPLY_TO_POSE>
        <PROTOCOLS>
           <Add mover_name=dock_low/>
           <Add mover_name=pr/>
           <Add mover_name=min/>
           <Add mover_name=dock_high/>
           <Add mover_name=pr/>
           <Add mover_name=min/>
        </PROTOCOLS>
</dock_design>

Rosetta Scripts
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 Using Protein Docking
Rosetta Scripts - XML

•Initialize from command line - This tells the scripter that we will use options from 
the command line that have not yet been hardcoded into the scripter. 
•Movers - The part of the scripter that does “things” to the pose

• Dock Low - This is the low resolution docking mover. It converts to centroid 
mode, and begins searching the docking space of both binding partners.
• Dock High - This is the high resolution refinement, after we have found the 
binding site, slight perturbations in full atom mode minimize the energy.
• Repack - Repacks complex with rotamers form rotamer libraries. 
• Minimize - Gradient based energy minimization of entire complex.

Movers are modular. Putting in a specific order (XML Protocol) mimics the 
RosettaDock Protocol 
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 Using Protein Docking

Rosetta Scripts - XML

loops. All scores at this stage are based on a
reduced representation of the amino acid residues
based on side-chain centroid positions.20 These
scores are described in detail in Materials and
Methods.

After the low-resolution search, explicit side-
chains are added to the protein backbones using a
backbone-dependent rotamer packing algorithm.27

Rotamer choices are created from nine x1 angles
(three major rotamer angles and each of those
angles plus and minus the standard deviation of
that angle), three x2 angles (major rotamer angles),
plus major rotamer options for x3 and x4 angles
for appropriate residue types.28 Polar hydrogen
atoms are placed for use in hydrogen bond for-
mation. The optimal combination of rotamers is
found using a simulated-annealing Monte Carlo
search.

Once the proteins have side-chains, the rigid-
body displacement is optimized. The gradient of
the scoring function determines the starting direc-
tion (in the rigid-body translation/rotation space)
for a sequence of line minimizations. The
Davidon–Fletcher–Powell quasi-Newton minimiz-
ation technique29 finds the local minimum of the
energy function to within a given tolerance, here a
loose 1.0 scoring unit.

To simultaneously optimize the side-chain con-
formations and the rigid-body position, the side-
chain packing and minimization operations are
repeated 50 times (Figure 2). Before each cycle, the
position of one protein is perturbed by random
translations of mean 0.1 Å in each direction of
Cartesian space and by random rotations of mean
0.058 around each Cartesian axis. After each move,
packing, and minimization, a score is calculated.
The new position is kept or rejected according to
the standard Metropolis acceptance criterion.30

After the final cycle, the lowest-scoring confor-
mation is minimized once more to a fine tolerance
of 0.02 scoring unit. The repetition of rigid-body
and side-chain conformational moves is new to
this work; the predictions for the first CAPRI
experiments were completed with a preliminary
version of the protocol.26

Several measures are taken to ensure compu-
tational efficiency during these repeated cycles.
First, the side-chain packing algorithm usually
varies the conformation of only one residue at a
time while keeping the other side-chains fixed; a

Figure 1. Docking protocol.
(a) Process flowchart; (b) detail of
the refinement stage. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 2. The voyage over the free energy surface
during one refinement cycle. The steps are: (1) a random
perturbation (rigid-body translation and rotation) moves
the structure on the potential surface; (2) a packing step
optimizes the side-chain positions, thus changing the
energy surface; (3) an explicit minimization finds the
nearest local minimum accessible via a rigid-body trans-
lation and rotation. Start and finish positions are com-
pared by the Metropolis criterion, and the cycle is
repeated 50 times.

Protein–Protein Docking 283
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Analysis of Results

Using score_vs_rmsd.py should create a energy funnel, ie. the 
lowest energy model should be closest to native structure. 

$ROSETTA_SCRIPTS/score_vs_rmsd.py --native 2VYR_input.pdb --table=ex.out --term=total 
2VYR_input_low_reso_000*.pdb

Only 2 files gives large RMSD...we need many models for global searches. Usually on the order of 10,000 decoys in 
order to create an energy funnel
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Analysis of Results

Epitope found even in one global search. Green is native 
structure, blue is modeled. 
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Analysis of Results
10,000 models provides us with a an energy vs. RMSD funnel. 

were designed to isolate the score function
problem, they also test the ability of the search
algorithm to find the correct rigid-body displa-
cement and side-chain conformations. In most
cases, the program is able to re-create near-cor-
rect conformations. However, in some cases the
search can be limiting: when we attempted per-
turbation studies on the antibody/antigen tar-
gets in which the antibody side-chains were
fixed in the native positions (as given in the
recent CAPRI experiment24), the number of fun-
nels rose from ten to 14 of 16 cases. Therefore,
finding correct side-chain packing is an issue
in a few of the cases lacking funnels.

The native complex must have lower free energy
than the many alternative decoy complexes, and
this provides a test of the quality of the score func-
tion. In most cases, particularly those where

funnels are present, the native structure scores as
well as the best decoys or better (Figures 3–5).
Scores are shown for three stages of refinement of
the native structure: after removing the side-chains
and replacing them with an optimal combination
of rotamers, after performing a single rigid-body
minimization on the repacked structure, and after
performing a complete set of 50 refinement cycles
in a treatment identical with that used for decoys.
Typically, the minimization step improves the
score by a small amount (0–2 score points), and
the repeated refinement improves the score
significantly more (1–10 ! points). The difference
between the native structure score and that with
repacked side-chains, however, can be either
positive or negative (and often of substantial
absolute value, typically 20 points). Some
unusually high-scoring native structures (e.g.

Figure 4. Perturbation studies on antibody/antigen complexes. See the legend to Figure 3.

286 Protein–Protein Docking

Lowest Score is closest to native structure when an energy funnel exists. 

Gray et. al. 2005
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Resources

SnugDock - Comparative modeling of Antibodies + Docking
http://www.ploscompbiol.org/article/info:doi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pcbi.1000644

 

RosettaDock - Automated Docking
http://rosettadock.graylab.jhu.edu/

 

RosettaAntibody - Automated Antibody Homology Modeling
 http://antibody.graylab.jhu.edu/
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